Do you need a Three Credit course?
Then register for an exciting Course in Gender and Development TODAY!

- GEND2001 (AR20B): Gender in Caribbean Cultures II
- GEND2102: (AR21B): Introduction to Women’s Studies II
- GEND2013 (AR20M): Introduction to Men and Masculinities
- GEND3502: The Philosophy of Gender in Caribbean Thought
- GEND3703 (AR37C): Gender Analysis of Theories of Development: Implication for Policy and Planning
- GEND3031: Gender, Sex and Society (formerly SY37G: Sex, Gender and Society)

Come discuss the courses we offer.....

For more information please contact: Erika Ellis, Institute of Gender and Development Studies, Block 6, Sir Alister McIntyre Building
Tel: 977-7365  Fax: 977-9053
Email: erika.ellis02@uwimona.edu.jm; or visit our website at http://www.mona.uwi.edu/igds/
Have you ever heard about gender, but don’t really know what it is about?

Then come and register for these exciting Level II and III Gender courses:
GEND2001 (AR20B): Gender in Caribbean Cultures II
GEND2102: (AR21B): Introduction to Women’s Studies II
GEND2013 (AR20M): Introduction to Men and Masculinities
GEND3502: The Philosophy of Gender in Caribbean Thought
GEND3703 (AR37C): Gender Analysis of Theories of Development: Implication for Policy and Planning
GEND3031: Gender, Sex and Society (formerly SY37G: Sex, Gender and Society)

You can also learn more about other societies and how our beliefs and values help to shape the world.
The Institute for Gender and Development Studies...
Welcome One and ALL!!!